Shopping for food

2•25 Mario meets a friend, Barbara Gelli, shopping for food. Read her shopping list, then, as she tells Mario what she's going to buy, tick off the items. She mentions one extra item. Can you add it to the list?

... in the market

4 2•28 She then goes to buy frutta e verdura fruit and vegetables. Listen and decide what quantities of the following she buys:
- apples ..........
- mushrooms ..........
- tomatoes ...........

5 2•29 While waiting for Barbara, Mario listens to the people around him shopping. Listen too and fill the gaps.
- Vorrei mezzo chilo di questi ..................
- Prendo .............. banane.
- Mi dà .............. di patate.
- Una di queste ............... per favore.

6 2•30 Finally, listen as Barbara checks whether she has remembered everything before going home. Has she got all the following?
- wine
- mineral water
- bread rolls
- ham
- cheese

What has she bought which was not on the original list?

7 How would you ask for:
- ½ kg of these apples?
- a litre of mineral water?
- three peaches?
- a bottle of red wine?

2•26 Listen to these key phrases.

Mi dà … Could you give me …?
Vorrei … I’d like …
questi/*queste these (m)/(f)
Altro? Anything else?
Basta così? Is that all?
Basta. That’s enough./That’s all.

2•27 Listen as signora Gelli buys things from the various stalls and make a note of what she buys. After listening several times, match your list with the original one above. What hasn’t she bought yet?